Abstract. We introduce the concept of Hofer-Zehnder G-semicapacity and prove that given a geometrically bounded rational symplectic manifold (M, ω) and an open subset N ⊂ M endowed with a Hamiltonian free circle action ϕ then N has bounded Hofer-Zehnder G ϕ -semicapacity, where G ϕ ⊂ π 1 (N ) is the subgroup generated by the homotopy class of the orbits of ϕ. In particular, N has bounded Hofer-Zehnder capacity.
Introduction
We will consider here the problem of the existence of periodic orbits on prescribed energy levels of Hamiltonian systems. An approach to this problem was the introduction of certain symplectic invariants related with symplectic rigidity phenomena. More precisely, H. Hofer and E. Zehnder introduced in [9] the following definition: then given any Hamiltonian H : M → R with compact energy levels, there exists a dense subset Σ ⊂ H(M) such that for every e ∈ Σ the energy hypersurface H −1 (e) has a periodic solution. This result was improved by M. Struwe in [20] showing that if the energy hypersurfaces bound a compact submanifold then Σ has total Lebesgue measure. For a thorough explanation and careful references we refer to [9, 14] .
We will consider here a refinement of the original Hofer-Zehnder capacity by considering periodic orbits whose homotopy class is contained in a given subgroup G of π 1 (M). More precisely, we define the Hofer-Zehnder semicapacity as follows; it may be considered as a generalization of the π 1 -sensitive Hofer-Zehnder capacity defined by M. Schwarz [18] and G. Lu [12, 13] and the relative symplectic capacity introduced by P. Biran • every nonconstant periodic orbit of X H whose homotopy class belongs to G has period greater than 1.
Remark. We call it a semicapacity because given a symplectic embedding ψ : (N, τ ) → (M, ω) such that dim N = dim M it cannot be expected, in general, that c G HZ (N, τ ) ≤ c ψ * G HZ (M, ω), where ψ * : π 1 (N) → π 1 (M) is the induced homomorphism on the fundamental group. However, we can state the following weak monotonicity property (for a proof see [14] ): given a symplectic embedding ψ :
Moreover, it is easy to see that, analogously to the Hofer-Zehnder capacity, if the Hofer-Zehnder G-semicapacity is bounded then there are periodic orbits with homotopy class in G on almost all energy levels for every proper Hamiltonian. • the sectional curvature of g is bounded from above and the injectivity radius is bounded away from zero.
The closed symplectic manifolds are clearly geometrically bounded; a product of two geometrically bounded symplectic manifolds is also such a manifold. Moreover, it was proved in [5, 12] that the cotangent bundle of a compact manifold endowed with any twisted symplectic form is geometrically bounded. A twisted symplectic structure on a cotangent bundle T * M is a symplectic form given by ω 0 + π * Ω, where ω 0 is the canonical symplectic form, π : T * M → M is the canonical projection and Ω is a closed 2-form on M. Definition 1.4. Given a symplectic manifold (M, ω) define its index of rationality by
If the above set is empty, we define m(M,
The main result here states that the existence of a free Hamiltonian circle action implies the boundedness of the Hofer-Zehnder semicapacity. It removes a technical hypothesis in a previous theorem in [14] . 
is the induced homomorphism on the fundamental group and G ϕ ⊂ π 1 (N) is the subgroup generated by the orbits of the circle action. In particular, we have that c HZ (U, ω) < ∞.
Remark. The assumption that M is rational seems to be superfluous. It should be possible to use the methos of Gromov-Witten invariants in [11, 16] to prove the results of [8, 12] without the assumption on the index of rationality. It enable us to remove this hypothesis in the previous theorem. Anyway, it is interesting to show how we can weaken the hypothesis in [8, 12] without the use of the Gromov-Witten invariants.
The main idea in the proof is to relate the Hofer-Zehnder capacity of a symplectic manifold endowed with a free Hamiltonian action with the Hofer-Zehnder capacity of its symplectic reduction. More precisely, given a symplectic manifold P with a free Hamiltonian G-action and bounded Hofer-Zehnder capacity is it true that its reduced symplectic manifold M also has bounded Hofer-Zehnder capacity? Of course, it is not true in general, since every symplectic manifold M can be obtained as a reduction of M × T * S 1 with respect to the obvious circle action on T * S 1 and, if M is rational, this symplectic manifold has bounded Hofer-Zehnder capacity by the main theorem. On the other hand, the example of Zehnder [22] shows that there exist compact rational symplectic manifolds with infinite Hofer-Zehnder capacity.
Let us consider the easiest case, namely when G = S 1 . In what follows, we will always denote the symplectic gradient of a Hamiltonian H by X H . Given a preadmissible Hamiltonian H on M we can construct a pre-admissible Hamiltonian H on P whose reduced dynamics coincides with the dynamics of H. The problem is to give conditions to guarantee that the reduced periodic orbit in M is not trivial, that is, that the periodic orbit of X H is not tangent to the orbits of the group action. A way to remediate this problem is to use the fact that besides the existence of a nontrivial periodic orbit, the Hofer-Zehnder capacity gives an upper bound for the period of the orbit. So, we can try to construct a circle action with sufficiently great period in such a way that the Hofer-Zehnder capacity of the support of H is sufficiently small (compared to the period of the action) and that the component of X H tangent to the circle action remains bounded.
When M has a free Hamiltonian circle action we construct such a circle action on M × T * S 1 but, instead of M, its symplectic reduction is given by a finite quotient M/Z n for n sufficiently great (Theorem (2.1)). It was essentially achieved in [14] . Thus, we need a theorem to relate the Hofer-Zehnder capacity of M and its finite symplectic quotient M/Z n . This is the content of the Theorem (2.2) proved in the Section (4) .
Considering the lifted action to the cotangent bundle, we have the following corollary: The next corollary is a generalization of a recent result of V. Ginzburg and B. Gürel [7] . Their proof however is completely different and is based on techniques of symplectic homology. 
Remarks.
• The only requirement on U is that U \ S admits a free Hamiltonian circle action. Its existence is guaranteed by the symplectic neighborhood theorem [15] .
• As pointed out in [7] , the hypothesis that H is constant on a neighborhood of S can be replaced by the condition that H is supported in U and that inf S H > C, where C is a finite constant given by c G HZ (U \ S, ω), where G ⊂ π 1 (U \ S) is the subgroup generated by the orbits of the Hamiltonian circle action. Note that c G HZ (U \ S, ω) coincides with the restricted relative HoferZehnder capacityc HZ (U, S) introduced in [7] .
As an immediate corollary we have the following result about the existence of periodic orbits for magnetic flows (for an explanation of magnetic flows see [6, 14] The next application is based on the following result of P. Biran [1] which enable us to represent a Kähler manifold as a disjoint union of two basic components whose symplectic nature is very standard: Remark. The CW-complex ∆ above is given by the union of the stable manifolds of the gradient flow of a plurisubharmonic function defined on M \ Σ such that it can be explicitly computed in many examples [1] .
The symplectic form ω can is given by
where π : E 0 → Σ is the bundle projection, r is the radial coordinate using a Hermitian metric · and α is a connection form on E such that dα = −kπ * (Ω| Σ ). The form 1 k ω can is uniquely characterized by the requirements that its restriction to the zero section Σ equals Ω| Σ , the fibers of π : E 0 → Σ are symplectic and have area 1/k and ω can is invariant under the obvious circle action along the fibers. It is called standard because the symplectic type of (E 0 , ω can ) depends only on the symplectic type of (Σ, Ω| Σ ) and the topological type of the normal bundle N Σ [1] .
Let us recall that the pair (M, Σ) is called subcritical [2, 3] if M \ Σ is a subcritical Stein manifold, that is, if there exists a plurisubharmonic Morse function ϕ on M \ Σ such that index p (ϕ) < dim C M for every critical point p of ϕ. It is equivalent to the condition that the dimension of ∆ (that is, the maximal dimension of the cells of ∆) is strictly less than n.
Since (E 0 \ Σ, ω can ) has an obvious Hamiltonian circle action, we have the following immediate corollary of the main theorem: Corollary 1.5. According to the notation of the Theorem (1.2), we have that
is the subgroup generated by the orbits of the obvious S 1 -action on E 0 \Σ. In particular, the periodic orbits are contractible in
Remarks.
• The result for subcritical manifolds follows by the fact that if dim ∆ <
For the details see [1, 14] .
• It removes the hypothesis Ω| π 2 (M ) = 0 in the Theorem (1.4) of [14] .
Remark. The results above can also be stated in terms of the relative Hofer-Zehnder capacity introduced in [4, 7, 10] .
Proof of the Main Theorem
The proof is based on the following theorems whose proofs are given in the sections (3) and (4) 
then there exists a non-trivial periodic orbit of X H with period less than 1 and homotopy class in G ϕ . 
and if ψ is isotopic to the identity and H is G-admissible then H ′ is also G-admissible, for any subgroup G ⊂ π 1 (M).
Proof of the Theorem (1.1): Suppose, without loss of generality, that the orbits of ϕ have period 1. Let n = 2 m be such that n ≥ n 0 , where n 0 = n 0 ( H 1 | U , m(M, ω)) is the integer given by the Theorem (2.1). Let ψ(x) = ϕ 1/n (x) be the symplectic Z n -action induced by ϕ and H a G ϕ -admissible Hamiltonian on U. By the Theorem (2.2), there exists a Z n -invariant G ϕ -admissible Hamiltonian H ′ such that
Thus, we conclude that if
and consequently, by the Theorem (2.1), there exists a non-trivial periodic orbit of X H ′ with homotopy class in G ϕ and period less than 1, contradicting the fact that H ′ is G ϕ -admissible. So, we have that
Proof of the Theorem (2.1)
Let n ∈ N be sufficiently great such that
. These are the conditions on n. We will divide the proof in three steps: 3.1. Construction of a circle action ρ on N × T * S 1 and its symplectic reduction.
0 is the canonical symplectic form on T * S 1 . Note that T * S 1 has a natural Hamiltonian circle action (with period equal to 1) given by the Hamiltonian Φ(θ, µ) = µ, where θ is the angle coordinate in S 1 . Consider the free circle action ρ : P × S 1 → P on P given by the Hamiltonian
We will show that the reduced symplectic manifold J −1 (µ)/S 1 with respect to this circle action is given by (N/Z n , ω n ) for every µ ∈ R, where the action of Z n ⊂ S 1 is that one induced by ϕ and the symplectic form ω n on N/Z n is the unique form such that τ * n ω n = ω, where τ n : N → N/Z n is the quotient projection (such that τ n : (N, ω) → (N/Z n , ω n ) defines a finite symplectic covering).
In effect, P/S 1 can be given by the quotient (P/Z n )/(S 1 /Z n ). But, note that the Z n -action induced by ρ coincides with the Z n -action induced by ϕ. In fact, since ρ has period √ n, the induced Z n -action is given by ρ √ n/n = ρ 1/ √ n . On the other hand, √ nΦ also has period 1/ √ n and, since H 1 and Φ commute, we have that ρ 1/ √ n = ϕ 1/n (see the figure below). Thus, Figure 1 . The action of X J for n = 4.
Consequently, we need to show that the Marsden-Weinstein reduction J −1 (µ)/S 1 with respect to the induced circle action on P n is given by (N/Z n , ω n ), where J is given by
But, since both Hamiltonians (1/
n (x)) and √ nΦ(θ, µ) generate a circle action with the same period 1/ √ n, the circle action induced by J is given by the diagonal action. Now, we will use the following proposition: 
period). Then the Marsden-Weinstein reduced symplectic manifold
Proof. Define P := N × T * S 1 and let ω P := τ ⊕ ω
and ψ : P → P be the diffeomorphism given by
where ϕ : N × S 1 → N is the flow generated by H 1 . The following lemma is a straightforward computation.
Lemma 3.1. The diffeomorphism ψ is a symplectomorphism with respect to
Proof. It is clear that ψ * J = Φ. In effect,
To show that ψ * ω P = ω P , it is more convenient to write ψ as
where θ : P → S 1 is the projection onto the circle and Y is the vector field tangent to the fibers of T * S 1 such that Φ(Y ) = 1. Consequently,
, where X H 1 is the Hamiltonian vector field generated by H 1 and π * 2 dθ is the pullback of the angle form dθ on S 1 to P . Thus,
But note that
, dH 1 (z)ηY (ϕ θ(z) (z))) = 0, since the vectors are colinear. On the other hand, z) )) = 0, because the vectors are orthogonal with respect to the product decomposition P = M × T * S 1 and by the definition of ω P . We have then that,
where the last equality follows from the fact that ϕ *
On the other hand, we have that
here is the pullback of the angle form dθ on S 1 to P ). Consequently,
as desired. Now, we claim that the quotient projection π µ :
, where π 1 : P → N is the projection onto the first factor. In effect, note that, by the previous lemma, ψ sends the orbits of X J to the orbits of X Φ . On the other hand, π 1 is the quotient projection at Φ −1 (µ) = ψ −1 ( J −1 (µ)) with respect to the trivial circle bundle given by the orbits of X Φ .
To show that σ µ is equal to τ , note that
where the third equality follows from the fact that ψ * ω P = ω P .
3.2.
Construction of a ρ-invariant pre-admissible Hamiltonian H on N×T * S 1 from H. Consider the smooth map π : P → N/Z n defined by
where π µ is the quotient projection. Now, letH := H•τ −1 be the induced Hamiltonian on N/Z n . We will construct fromH a ρ-invariant Hamiltonian defined on P . Fix a sufficiently small constant δ > 0 and define this new Hamiltonian by It is easy to see that H ∈ H( U , ω) where U is given by (see the figure 3.3)
In effect, it is clear that 0 ≤ H ≤ m( H). Moreover, H| V ≡ 0 where V is the subset of P given by 1 2 −δ≤µ≤
Note that the interior of V is not empty.
On the other hand, H ≡ m( H) outside the compact set
3.3.
Existence of a non-trivial periodic orbit of XH given by the reduction of a periodic orbit of X H . Let us now prove that there exists a non-trivial periodic orbitγ of XH with period less than (2π/n)( H 1 | U + √ n)/m(H) and homotopy class
[γ] ∈ (τ n ) * G ϕ . We will need the following theorem whose proof relies on results of H. Hofer and C. Viterbo [8] generalized to geometrically bounded symplectic manifolds by G. Lu [12, 13] :
be a geometrically bounded symplectic manifold and M × T * S 1 endowed with the symplectic form ω ⊕ ω
an open subset with compact closure and suppose that
is the projection onto the second factor. Then given a Hamiltonian H ∈ H(U, ω ⊕ ω S 1 0 ), there exists a nonconstant periodic orbit γ of X H with period
Moreover, the homotopy class [γ] of γ belongs to the subgroup
Proof. Since U is compact, there exists a positive constant a > 0 such that
Let ω 0 be the canonical symplectic form on R 2 and consider the symplectomorphism φ :
Note that Ker(Id, φ) * = π 1 (S 1 ), where (Id, φ) * :
is the homomorphism induced on the fundamental group by the transformation given by the identity and φ in the first and second factors respectively.
We can suppose, without loss of generality, that φ(π 2 (U)) ⊂ R 2 is a connected two-dimensional compact submanifold with boundary, so that there exists an open disk of radius R with L distinct points (0 ≤ L < ∞) y j ∈ B 2 (R) and an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
From a theorem of Dacorogna and Moser (see Lemma 2.2 in [19] ) this ψ can be required to be symplectic. Thus, consider the HamiltonianH :
which is obviously C ∞ , since H| U \K = m(H), where K ⊂ U is a compact subset such that K ⊂ U \ ∂U.
By the Theorem C of [12] , XH has a contractible periodic orbitγ with period
Finally, note that, by the remark above, the periodic orbit γ of X H given by
In effect, U ∪ J −1 (0) is just the graph of −(1/n)H 1 restricted to U over Φ −1 (0) and
Reduced dynamics of X H :
Note thatH µ = (1 − α(µ))H + α(µ)m(H) has the Hamiltonian vector field with respect to ω n given by XH µ = (1 − α(µ))XH. Thus, the reduced dynamics of Figure 3 . The subset U.
at J −1 (µ) is a reparametrization of the dynamics of XH. Since 0 ≤ α(µ) ≤ 1, the nonconstant periodic orbits of XH µ have period greater than or equal to those of XH.
Consequently, by the section (3.1), it is sufficient to show that the periodic orbit of H given by the Proposition (3.1) is not tangent to a fiber given by the action of ϕ (such that it is projected onto a singularity of XH ).
Non-triviality of the projected orbit:
Suppose that there exists a periodic orbit γ of X H tangent to an orbit of ρ. We will show that the period of γ is strictly greater than T max ( U , H) (see the Theorem (3.1)).
Firstly, note that
Now, let W be an almost complex structure on P compatible with ω P and ·, · = ω P (W ·, ·) be the corresponding Riemannian metric. We have that along γ, , for δ > 0 sufficiently small. Thus, it is sufficient to prove that
In effect, note that
where in the second equation we used the fact that W defines an isometry. On the other hand, we have that for every ξ ∈ T z P ,
But note that, since γ is tangent to a fiber, it is projected onto a singularity of XH, that is, dH( π(z)) = 0 for every z ∈ γ. Consequently, we have that
as desired. Consequently, by the section (3.1), we conclude, by symplectic reduction, thatH has a periodic orbitγ of period less than or equal to
But, since τ : N → N/Z n is a symplectic covering with n sheets, we have that the lift γ ofγ is a periodic orbit of X H with period less than or equal to
Finally, note that the periodic orbit γ of X H given by the Proposition (3.1) satisfies [ γ] ∈ π 1 (S 1 ). Consequently, the corresponding reduced periodic orbitγ satisfies
Thus, since the periodic orbit γ of X H is given by the lift ofγ by τ n , we have that [γ] ∈ G ϕ .
Proof of the Theorem (2.2)
It is sufficient to prove the Theorem (2.2) for n = 2, since proceeding inductively we can apply the theorem below for N/Z n and conclude the result for any n = 2 m . 
Proof. Define H = (1/2)(H + H • ψ). The first step in the proof is the following key proposition:
Proof. Initially, note that X H and X H•ψ commute, since
where in the second and third equalities we used the fact that ψ is symplectic and the last equality follows by the antisymmetry of ω. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists t ∈ [0, T ] such that X H (γ(t)) and X H•ψ (γ(t)) are linearly independent. Then, X H (γ(t)) and X H•ψ (γ(t)) are not colinear to X H (γ(t)). Since [X H , X H ] = 0 we have that φ s •γ : [0, T ] → M is a periodic orbit for every s ∈ R, where φ s is the flow of X H . These periodic orbits are geometrically distinct for every s sufficiently small because X H (γ(t)) and X H (γ(t)) are linearly independent.
Consider now the following linear application:
given by Φ(H)(x) = (1/2)(H + H • ψ)(π −1 (x)), where π : M → M/Z 2 is the quotient projection. Note that we can identify C ∞ (M/Z 2 ) with the subspace S ⊂ C ∞ (M) of ψ-invariant functions and, with respect to this identification, Φ is just the projection. Now, suppose, by contradition, that X H and X H•ψ are not colinear along γ. By the previous lemma, we have that π • γ is not an isolated periodic orbit of X Φ(H) . In fact, there exists a 1-parameter deformation of π • γ given by periodic orbits of the same period. 
Consider the Hamiltonian given by
Note that, since ψ is proper and by the definition of f , H ′ is pre-admissible. Moreover, we have that H ′ = H ≥ (1/2) H , because min H ≤ (1/2) max H and max H = max H, since ψ is proper. Now, suppose that X H ′ has a periodic orbit of period T ′ < 1 and homotopy class in G. Then, since X H ′ (x) = f ′ ( H(x))X H (x) and |f ′ | ≤ 1 + 2δ for δ arbitrarily small, we have that X H also has periodic orbit γ of period T < 1 such that [γ] ∈ G.
By the previous proposition, X H and X H•ψ are colinear to X H along γ. Consequently, since X H = (1/2)(X H + X H•ψ ), we conclude that γ is also a periodic orbit of period less than 1 either for X H or X H•ψ . Since H and H • ψ are both admissible (resp. G-admissible) because ψ is symplectic (resp. because ψ is isotopic to the identity), we have a contradition.
